English 305, Section 10035: Introductory Reading and Writing Skills Instructor Dave Badtke
Spring 2010: 12:30-1:45 Tu&Th in Room 736
(707)334-4882
Office Hours & Place: 7:30-7:55 & 11:00-12:20 Tues & Thurs in Room 717 Dave@Badtke.com
Online Reference: www.Badtke.com or www.QCounty.com (follow link to Solano College
classes)
Assignments
Week 16, beginning 5/10/2010:
Tuesday:
• As I mentioned last week, this is your last week of class since I need to cancel next Tuesday’s
class because we’ll be grading CMEs. I certainly hope you do the best that you can do on
your CME!
• I’ll hand out a final exam schedule today, so sign up for a time that works for you on
Thursday, 5/20, from 1:30 to 3:30.
• Over the weekend I asked you to write a response to Raphael Bernard Johnson’s “Second
Chances,” so I’ll collect them and we’ll discuss any issues you have.
• I also asked you to do practice drills 2 and 3 in Chapter 20. We’ll talk about how you did,
and I’ll collect these.
• We’ll then continue by focusing a bit more on Chapter 20 before moving on to a review of
pronouns, verbs and articles in Chapter 21.
Homework due Thursday:
1. Reading Assignment: Read Chapter 21.
2. Journal Assignment: Do some of the practice drills in Chapter 21 to test your
understanding
3. Writing Assignment: None.
Thursday:
• I’ll hand back your “Second Chances” responses, and we’ll talk about any final issues you
have regarding the CME.
• We’ll go on to Chapter 24, parallelism, and then we’ll briefly review coordination,
subordination, and modifying phrases and clauses.
Friday: CME from 2:30 to 4:30 in this room, 736, unless you have made other arrangements.
1. Be here on time.
2. Bring pencils and a dictionary.
3. If you like, you can use your Real Skills text and the conjunction handout.
4. When you finish your CME, take enough time to review what you’ve written, checking to
make sure that each sentence is correct.
5. Don’t rush, take your time, do your best job, and good luck!
Next Thursday, May 20: Remember to come in during your assigned time between 1:30 and 3:30
to find out how you did in the class, on your CME, and what you should take next.

“Calvin and Hobbes” by Bill Watterson.

